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Trinity, aseity, and the
commensurability of the
incommensurate One
Jacqueline Service

A contiguous thread of reflection throughout Sonderegger’s article, “The
God we worship; the worship we owe God”1 is how the uncontainable God
may relate to “not-God,” without either restraining the infinite nature of God,
nor capitulating to pantheistic logic. Sonderegger ascribes to the apophatic
tradition, a tradition that cautiously categorises the divine attributes by
what God is not (via negativa), the theological construction of a “sharp and
shining barrier between Creator and creature” in order to “safeguard against
pantheism.”2 Central to such theology is that God is not the creation. God
is ontologically distinct from creation. God is not the greater, more replete
version of the created order; God is of an utterly different order of Being.
Sonderegger’s paper agrees with such apophatic conclusions regarding the
distinction between God and not-God. However, it does so through the
Scriptural compulsion of a positive theology. For Sonderegger, God’s inner
dynamic perfections (ad intra), disclosed through the scriptural narrative
of God’s positive relation with the world (ad extra), determine that “God
cannot be exhaustively understood as over-against creation . . . the negative
Attributes of God must in the end, and properly, be positive.”3
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Consistent with her theological method, Sonderegger’s essay “The God
we worship; the worship we owe God” introduces the seemingly incongruous
logic of upholding God’s radical ontological distinction from the creature
alongside the scriptural attestation that the “one God . . . can come into
our presence and we in His.”4 In this manner, she raises a teasingly nascent
contemplation: how are we to arrive at a coherence between “Divine Aseity
and His Sojourn among his creatures”?5 Such a question provokes two valid
reservations regarding aseity and its relation to the doctrine of God. First,
does the notion of divine aseity impel a non-biblical characterisation of God
as a non-relational being? And second, is aseity a metaphysical interloper
that conceptually prevents God receiving enrichment from that which is
created? On these questions hinge the disquiet introduced in Sonderegger’s
paper—namely, is the notion of aseity and the incommensurate distinction
of God to humanity incompatible with the revelation of the Christian God?
Whilst initiating this question, Sonderegger’s essay ultimately does
not articulate the logic of retaining divine aseity as necessary for Christian
theology. Such an articulation has begun to be cultivated in her subsequent
Systematic Theology, and that through a contemplation of the Oneness of
Divinity. As such, this paper explores, alongside her necessary retrieval of the
classical divine perfections, the congruity between the incommensurability
of Triune aseity and God’s relationality towards creation. Specifically, it is
argued that the triune dynamism of God’s self-sufficient being is the grounding context for perceiving the profound distinction, as well as profound
communion, between the Creator and creature.

The theological importance of aseity
Before attending to the heart of our discussion, it is necessary to define
some key propositions. Divine aseity (God is self-sufficient), alongside
immutability (God cannot change) and impassibility (God cannot suffer)
are related constructs that stem from the founding metaphysic of divine
simplicity. Divine simplicity, the locus of Aristotelian and Platonic thought,
conceptualises the notion of “divine” perfection. 6 Simplicity renders the
divine free of composition and is invoked to preserve the undividedness of
divine ontology, necessary for divine perfection. Dolezal defines simplicity
in an apophatic sense, “as God’s lack of parts . . . he is [not] physically, logically, or metaphysically composite.”7 This means that there is “no diversity
or change or multiplicity of parts, or accidents, or . . . any other forms” in
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the divine essence.8 Dolezal, regarding simplicity as the lack of composition
by substance or accidents,9 explains its theological importance:
If God were to be so determined one would have to say that
there are aspects of God’s being that are true in virtue of
something other than his divine substance. That is, God
as divine would not be sufficient to account for the full
range of his actuality—he would depend upon something
non-divine (i.e. the accident) for some aspect of his being.
The doctrine of God’s simplicity aims to rule out just such
dependence.10
The idea that God depends on something outside of God for divinity
introduces the notion of deficiency in God’s being. Positing the concept that
God is contingent on not-God has, therefore, traditionally been rendered
incompatible with the perfection of divine being. Such a notion was held
to undermine a Christian revelation of the self-sufficiency of divinity. It is
from this fundamental notion of the perfection of divinity that the correlate
of aseity receives its clarification, as, “the conviction that God is the one
reality that exists a se (from and of himself ) and is dependent on nothing
outside of himself for his essence and existence.”11
John Webster defined aseity in relation to the doctrine of creation
ex nihilio, arguing “no perfection of God would be lost, no triune bliss
compromised, were the world not to exist.”12 Simply put, the Creator is
not contained within the creation, the Creator is before it (Col 1:17) and is,
therefore, not dependent on anything other than Godself for God’s being.
As such, divine aseity functions theologically to maintain the distinction
between Creator and creature, and to posture the creature in its complete
contingency on the Creator. McCall highlights such a concept from Scripture,
arguing that, “only God says ‘I Am’ (Ex 3:14); everything else that exists says
‘I am because . . . ’ God alone exists a se; everything else that exists does so
in reliance upon him.”13

The problem: aseity and non-relationality?
The delineation between the uncreated Creator and created being is,
therefore, as Webster argues, not a “distinction within created being but
one between different orders of being.”14 Sonderegger’s article accedes to
such a definition of aseity, yet also expands the idea in what she terms a
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“more radical way” as the incommensurate nature of God to His creatures.15
Setting aside Sonderegger’s lack of definitional nuance between the terms
of incommensurability and aseity in her paper, she describes a commonality
of terms that do not
Simply affirm that God and world are like apples and
oranges, incomparable in pricing say, or use in pies. We
affirm rather that there is not larger category in which the
two relata can be contained, no common term or reality
that can join them together.16
It is from this logic that Sonderegger raises what could be mistaken as
her overall conclusion: that a
strict and relentless Doctrine of Incommensurability [and
on her own conflation, aseity] in the Doctrine of God will
dictate that God himself cannot . . . Tabernacle among us,
standing at our right hand, nor we with Him.17
Such a conclusion regarding aseity and God’s relationality has indeed
been made by modern theologians; here the alleged contradiction of
divine aseity alongside divine relationality has been the foundation for
calls for a wholesale rejection of the classical divine perfections. Alongside
Sonderegger’s claim that it is “widespread in modern theology, that God is
Incommensurate with His cosmos,”18 Vanhoozer describes “the demise of the
classical paradigm,”19 and Goetz heralds the “rise of a new orthodoxy.”20 This
“new orthodoxy” rejects the classical divine perfections, including simplicity
and aseity, as untenable propositions for the Christian God who intimately
relates with creation. In her Systematic Theology, however, Sonderegger
opposes, in consonance with a growing chorus of theologians,21 such a
“new orthodoxy.” Rather, the first volume of her Systematics advocates for
“compatibilism”; a conceptualisation that upholds the classical perfections
in harmony with the intimacy of the God-world relation.22

The contemporary rejection of aseity
The contemporary argument to cast-off divine aseity as merely a Greek
metaphysic foreign to Scripture and incongruent with a “biblical” relational
God23 are what Holmes refers to as the “enemies” in Sonderegger’s project.24
These voices, “most significantly Moltmann and Jenson,” shape their rejection
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of the classical perfections on the basis that God’s actions in the world
“impact God’s being.”25 Such a conclusion is the necessary result of a chain
of logic that conflates the economic and immanent Trinity and advocates
that God’s relationship with the creature is determinative for God’s being.
On such a basis, theologians conclude that a strict ontological difference
between God and humanity must be equated with a restriction on God’s
relationality towards the creature, and vice versa. Modern theologians misconstrue divine aseity as imputing solitariness, narcissism, self-indulgence,
and non-relationality to the nature of God, and, therefore, reject such a
divine perfection. For example, LaCugna’s rejection of aseity was based on
her view that God’s perfection is “the perfection of love, of communion, of
personhood,” perfections that are the “antithesis of self-sufficiency.”26 For
LaCugna, God is “alive in communion with the creature,”27 where God’s
love, communion and personhood is derived through relationship with the
creature, rendering God contingent on not-God. The proposition that God is
self-sufficient was necessarily rejected. Disability theologian Nancy Eiesland
followed a similar logic to LaCugna, regarding aseity as incompatible with a
God who is in relationship with the creature. Eiesland coupled “belief in the
transcendence of God constituted as radical otherness”28 (in other words,
on Sonderegger’s terms, aseity or incommensurability) with a “god whose
attention we cannot get.”29 LaCugna and Eiesland both regarded divine
relationality and aseity as mutually exclusive. Therefore, God is dependent
on not-God to be God and, necessarily, must not be self-sufficient.
Such a position is, however, not a logical inevitability. Hunsinger identifies the error of equating divine commitment “with strong dependence”—“as
if a metaphysically independent God could not freely commit himself to the
world, or as if God’s free commitment to the world necessarily made him
dependent upon it.”30 Such an alleged logical incongruence was, likewise,
highlighted by Barth, who argued:
While He [God] could be everything only for Himself (and
His life would not on that account be pointless, motionless
and unmotivated, nor would it be any less majestic or any
less the life of love), He wills—and this is for us the everwonderful twofold dynamic of his love—to have it not only
for Himself, but also for us.31
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The Trinity and relational distinction
At the heart of Sonderegger’s disquieted question—can God sojourn with
his people and retain divine aseity?—lies an enquiry regarding the criteria of
relationality. The modern theological rejection of aseity is indeed premised on
an assumption that “otherness” or “distinction” is at odds with communion.
As will we see, however, various theologians have argued that distinction is
a necessary component of relatedness. These theologians contend, from the
context of God’s own Triune life, and in unison with upholding the classical
perfections,32 that distinction is ontologically constitutive for relationality.
The starting point for such a logic is that divinity is commensurate with, or
constituted by, the relations of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. The relations
of the Trinity are not prior to the divine essence, nor is the divine essence
prior to the triune relations.33 Rather, the Triune relations of Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit, as the essence of unified divinity, are the dynamic abundance of
the pure act (purus actus) of God’s Triune life.34 Dolezal clarifies:
Insofar as the divine relations are identical with the divine
nature we may say that God is relation itself and, as such,
God is more intimately and perfectly personal and relational
than any creature.35
Using such a concept, Pannenberg argued that the unity of the Triune
God is constituted through self-distincting relations of Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit. In other words, the fact that the Father is not the Son, the Son is not
the Father (and so forth) is integral to the dynamism of divine communion.
Pannenberg’s argument found its logic by arguing that
“person” is a relational, correlative term: one gains one’s
personality by giving oneself to one’s counterpart; thus,
identity is gained in separation from, yet also in dependence
on, the other.36
He, therefore, concluded that the concept of hypostatic mutual selfdistinction was integral to triune actualisation; divine difference was essential
to divine relationality—the “Father is the Father only vis-à-vis the Son; the
Son is Son only vis-à-vis the Father; the Spirit is Spirit only as the bond of
community of Father and Son.”37
Russian Orthodox theologian Sergeĭ Bulgakov also argued that the intratrinitarian relations were constituted through a movement of self-giving and
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receipt between Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Such a movement, Bulgakov
argued, requires hypostatic distinction, where God’s being is “realised
dynamically, as the eternal act of Trinitarian self-positing in another.”38
Bulgakov recognised that there must be distinction between the Divine
Persons to uphold the logic of dynamic Triune relationality. On this basis,
he perceived the grounds for God’s communion with humanity; God is “free
to commune with what is not God because God’s life is one of self-positing
as self-revelation.”39 In other words, God reveals Godself to the “other” of
humanity because the nature of God’s being is an eternal revelation of the
self-sufficient love between the “other” relations of Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit. The grounding of the unfathomable communion between the “other”
of God and humanity is bridgeable and possible because, in God’s divinity
is the fullness of relationality through hypostatic distinction. Hans Urs Von
Balthasar, likewise, located “distance” (Abstand) or “otherness” as commensurate with the unity of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, stating, that such
distance was “constitutive for the life of the Trinity.”40 Von Balthasar, would,
likewise, conclude that God’s self-sufficient being was the ontological basis
for God to be able to commune with the not-God of creation, without annihilating the “other,” nor changing divinity, because genuine relationality, as
demonstrated in the revelation of the triune God, has distinction at its core.41

Distinction and the human-divine communion
Understanding that God acts in the world (economic Trinity) in a manner
consistent with who God is in Godself (immanent Trinity) is the basis to
understand that God’s relationality and intimacy with the world is consistent with who God eternally is. This would mean that distinction between
God and not-God is not a hinderance to divine-human communion, but
rather reveals, in the very act of creation, the ontology of divine relationality.
Contra to “popular” theology, divine aseity or incommensurability, is not
the attribute of unrelatable divinity, but is rather the necessary distinction
for the most enigmatic of communions, that between God and not-God. To
put this another way, we might say that a relational God, the “God-for-us”
must be a priori distinct from us for a relationship to exist; God must be
God apart from us “in order for there to be a God-for-us.”42 Such a God we
say is self-sufficient and ontologically incommensurate with the creation.
Creation, unlike divinity, is not simple in its relations, does not have selfsufficiency, is not replete in and for itself, is not pure act but is subject to
69
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development and potentiality, is not infinite but subject to temporality and
time. Simply put, if we are going to be honest in our appraisal of ourselves
as created-beings we would have to say there is an incommensurability
between God and not-God.
There is a clear ontological dissimilarity of natures, but one which is
bridgeable from the divine side. Relationality between God and not-God is
possible, not by diluting or setting aside a doctrine of incommensurability,43
but by allowing the dynamism of God’s triune life to reveal the possibility of
communion with the incommensurate One. Such an understanding postures
the creature as contingent on God to bridge the incommensurable distance
between God and not-God. Hart elucidates Gregory of Nyssa’s contemplation of such a concept:
Gregory’s grasp of the radical ontological disparity between
God and creation is balanced by his understanding of
the union of God with creation in the economy of salvation . . . despite the ontological distance between God and
creation: . . . [Gregory shows] that it is not an uncrossable
abyss but a genuine distance, reconciled and yet preserved
in the incarnate Logos, crossed from the divine side so that
it may be crossed forever from the side of the creature, and
by showing that God who is infinite, for this reason, cannot
be made absent by any distance.44
Sonderegger, likewise, perceives that
Deity is not repugnant to the cosmos, nor paradoxical to
it. We do not find a contradiction or opposition between
the One Lord and all the He has made. Rather, the Divine
Reality is compatible with the cosmos.45
Whilst Sonderegger is right to say there is no “contradiction” between
God and not God, (indeed there is a correspondence that is presumed by
the scriptural injunction to “be imitators of God” (Eph. 5:1)), we may still
uphold an incommensurate distinction without succumbing to a notion that
“God Himself . . . cannot Tabernacle among us.”46 Although the subject of
further contemplation, I agree that Sonderegger’s hunch that “a thoroughgoing Doctrine of God as Spirit” is key, not in diluting a negative doctrine
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of incommensurability, but in perceiving, through a positive Trinitarian
theology, the commensurability of the Incommensurate One.

Aseity, love, and freedom
A Christian interpretation of divine aseity posits that God does not need the
creation to be a relational and loving God because God is eternally, within
the simplicity of the immanent Trinity, the fullness and abundance of all
life, love and relationality. As Webster articulates:
the triune God could be without the world; no perfection
of God would be lost, no triune bliss compromised, were
the world not to exist; no enhancement of God is achieved
by the world’s existence.47
The theological significance of divine aseity is not to establish an
impenetrable barrier to God’s perfection, but rather to preserve the concept
of God as perfect love. Not that God loves, implying that God might also
choose not to love, but that God is, in the replete nature of God’s triune
being, love (1 John 4:8). Love is relational and this is first and eternally
expressed within the Triune relations of God. In the aseity of God, love is
not a reaction to the world, as if God’s love requires some kind of prod to
express itself but is rather the demonstration of the fullness of the Triune
God’s eternal self-sufficient being. One does not need to make God’s being
contingent on the creation for God to be God, or for God’s love to be made
manifest. One need only to understand that the world “is the realm where
God, in all his wholly otherness as God . . . is present and acts” as love.48
Without such a principle one could argue that God is narcissistic and deficient, using creation for God’s own completion. On this logic God’s love for
the creation would be necessitated rather than free gift, thus undermining
the very notion that love is voluntarily given to the “other.” The importance
of the concept that God is fullness of being “for Himself ” is, likewise, the
very basis upon which God can come to the world offering “fullness of life”
(John 10:10) to the other of not-God. Indeed, if God is not self-sufficient
how would God ever be humanity’s sufficiency?

Human participation in divine aseity
There is one component of Webster’s definition of aseity—no enhancement
of God by the creature—that does, however, retain a theological dilemma
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of the type Sonderegger considers. Sonderegger notes the difficulty of conceptualising God’s aseity in light of the “Presence of Almighty God to His
creatures, most especially to His creatures in prayer.”49 The problem here is
that the notion of aseity appears to preclude creaturely prayer and worship
from being received by the divine. Webster’s formulae of no enhancement of
God by the creature fails to adequately articulate the nature of the relation
between God and his people that is supremely manifested in worship. Webster’s
definition reflects a determination to preserve God’s aseity by disallowing
any concept implying deficiency in God’s being that requires enhancement
by the creation. Such a stance is understandable given some theologies that
mythologise God through pantheistic and panentheistic tendencies foreign
to Christianity. As I have argued, there is no deficiency within God. God is
replete in the abundance of the divine self-sufficient life of Trinity. However,
envisaging the relationality of God towards, and enhanced by, the renewed
creature is not the affirmation of a depletion or deficiency within God that
requires satisfaction. Divine aseity does not prevent an understanding that
God receives from and gives to that which is created, it merely precludes
that God is determined or made replete by the interaction. Rather, redeemed
humanity through prayer and worship enhances that which is fully enhanced,
magnifies that which is magnificent, and enriches that which is antecedently
rich. Simply put, the creature participates in the life of God, but God does
not become God because of creaturely participation. Daniel Hardy astutely
articulated this notion thus: creation’s “praise perfects perfection.”50 Such a
nuanced concept allows us to retain the traditional Christian understanding of divine aseity as denoting God with no composition from the world,
while simultaneously removing the possibility for the doctrine of aseity to
be interpreted as inhibiting God’s dynamic involvement with the world or
rendering creaturely praise redundant.

Concluding remarks
Sonderegger’s article prompts a discussion regarding the seemingly logical
pull of conflating divine aseity with a restriction on human-divine relationality. Following Sonderegger’s lead, I have attempted here to articulate the
metaphysical and theological possibility of a “way to speak about Trinity in the
midst of the Temple.”51 This “way” may be discerned in harmony with divine
aseity—the divine perfection that simultaneously upholds the notion of “the
One, Triune God, apart from and with the world.”52 God’s triune being has
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indeed been affirmed as “apart” from the world in God’s awesomely incommensurate distinct perfection from the creation. Nevertheless, we have also
affirmed that God, whilst ontologically distinct from the creature, is “with”
the world. In fact, God’s distinction from the creature, rather than being
incongruous with communion, is the ontological basis for God’s intimate
relationality with us. Triune aseity is not a divine attribute set against the
creation, but rather guards the radical theological possibility of the incommensurable commensurability of God and not-God.
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